Hello students,
Welcome to the last part of your projects - The Academic Poster!
You did amazing job and now it’s the time for exposure-show your projects to your
family, friends, teachers and the public too.
The Why of Academic Posters- At professional conferences and in university classes
and competitions the academic poster allows the viewer to take in and appreciate
the research questions, the process and what you achieved in a visually appealing
and textually concise manner. In many places, academic posters have replaced the
need for PPT presentations. Viewers can grasp the importance of your project even if
you are not there to present it.
Rules for the Poster:
1. Size of the Poster: 70*100 / 100*70. Please leave 5 centimeters all around for
borders.
2. Fonts: Don't use too many fonts. Choose the font intentionally. Choose fonts that
are easy to read.
Size of the font: Headlines/Titles: Arial 26 Body: Calibri 22
3. The symbol of your high school must be at the left corner of the poster, and the
EcoPeace symbol will be at the right corner.
4. First Headlines and details: Put the name of the project at the top of the poster
and under it your team names and under it the course name, date, teacher name
and your high school.
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Guidelines
1. Watch the videos about how to create the poster. On this section of the
website there are links to tutorials about how to produce an academic
poster. Additionally, there are tips and links to different website for icons,
fonts and images for free.
2. Draw a sketch of the parts of the poster. Be creative and write as little text as
possible to convey your big ideas. Explain your ideas through images,
diagrams and headlines with bullets. Consider using a QR Code to make the
poster interactive.
3. Begin to build the poster using Publisher, PowerPoint or Word
4. Test the poster out on your friends/peers
5. Send the poster to you teacher by the date assigned.

Good Luck and Enjoy! 😊

